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Chapter 1795 King Of Bearling -Part 33 

The Mecha Ice Dragons merging into one, now codenamed Blizzard Dragon had relentlessly been trying 

to defeat the two Mechanoids that had been plaguing its attention for the entire duration since they 

had engaged him. All of the Pandarens and military personnel from Bearling Military had been 

annihilated with just the aura that it emits, freezing them below zero degrees Celsius almost instantly. 

Yet for the two Mechanoids that it had to deal with, they were still moving around as if the cold did not 

bother them at all. For that, the AI Logic circuits for the Blizzard Dragon could not determine whether 

the Mechanoids had some extremely cold resistant metals that enabled them to move or there was 

something that the Mecha Blizzard Dragon was not aware of. 

This forced the Mecha Blizzard Dragon to consistently push out terrifying cold blasts in order to freeze 

them. And even if they do not get hit, at the very least, the environment would be affected and the ice 

would hinder their movement or so the AI for the Blizzard Dragon thought. 

And it was not too far off the correct answer. Lynn's cultivation, the Perfectible Penguin Ruling Kitchen 

Hell style meant that she was able to manipulate heat and chi with regards to the fire element to the 

micro level. And she was able to do it far faster and precise than Jin could. Now with his Maqi running its 

course through her veins, it was even easier for her to summon that Fire Maqi and turn it to something 

she was very familiar with. 

In fact, this was the first time in this Synthesis world that she gathered the Maqi to create Red Penguin 

Fire Energy. The moment she sends it into Tellie, the Sniper Mechanoid could feel a whole world of 

difference. It was as if her Mechanoid skin was cold but her insides were warming a stove of fire within 

it. 

This was why Tellie's parts were still working and she was able to continue fighting with Lynn against the 

Mecha Blizzard Dragon. Not to mention, with the Surest of Eyes upgrade, distance was not an issue for 

her anymore as she could target the Mecha Blizzard Dragon at any place. The only problem however 

was that the bullet froze before it could reach the Dragon as the temperature around it had dropped to 

the point that even fast velocity projectiles were affected by it. 

This was a definite that anyone within the radius of the Blizzard Dragon would surely be frozen. It is only 

because of Lynn's Maqi Manipulation that she was able to continue running towards it and fight at a 

close distance. 

Thus, in order to aid Lynn, Tellie had to go closer to the battlefield and shoot her laser beams. But that 

also means that this would undoubtedly reveal the position of the Blizzard Dragon. Thus, all those Ice 

Blocks were attacks meant for Tellie as the moment she shot a beam out, the Mecha Blizzard Dragon 

immediately summoned a block out to destroy the building. It was only with the help of Lynn that Tellie 

had managed to get out of it unscathed. 

"The beams are not working that well either. The ice made its surface to be super reflective and it 

deflected the shots." Tellie said as Lynn continued to put her hand behind her back as they continued 

running. 



"Every time I go close to it, it will summon out that big ice crystal. Not to mention the Blizzard 

Dragonlings are a pain in the ass as well." 

"I had a method but it will require your …heat energy for it. May work, or it may not." Tellie said as she 

passed her a magazine clip. "Please heat this up." 

"Oh, you are trying to use the heat charge as a way to break it?" 

"I have my own energy charges as well but the problem is that I do not think it would be as efficient as 

yours. Your kicks and punches not only obliterate the ice, it also melt them. I on the other hand can 

manipulate the charge of your energy a little. Add in a bit of my energy charge as well and timed it like a 

ticking bullet explosive. The moment it reaches the dragon and then it will go kaboom." 

"And with that, I will go in and handle the rest." 

"That's right, sister. An initial diversion would be appreciated." 

"I will do my best." Lynn said as she supercharged the bullets with Red Penguin Fire Energy and when 

Tellie held onto it again, it felt like a battery pack that was about to explode. It was a surprise that the 

gunpowder in those bullets did not fire out and this was mainly because Lynn had manipulated the heat 

energy to be stored within the tip of the lead bullet. 

"Use fast though, I do not know whether it would explode due to the delayed heat compression." Lynn 

said as she went out of the cover and speed through the icicles that the Blizzard Dragon was conjuring. 

"Use fast? Then I will use everything as you requested." Tellie said to herself as she used her grappling 

hook gun to fly up to the roof and quickly adjust her sights. 

"Fire Penguin Whirl Kick!" Lynn smashed the ice that came about and there was an aftereffect of the 

flames moving towards the Blizzard Dragon which it decided to move backwards to avoid it since its 

wings were hindered by the previous attack just now. 

It was at that moment, Tellie activated her upgrade card as well utilising Surest of Eye's ability. Instead 

of the usual double tapping, she manipulated the time space within her rifle that enabled her to shoot 

all ten bullets consecutively while maintaining its trajectory. All ten super charged bullets with timing 

adjusted so that when the first one hits, the second will explode just 0.1 seconds later. 

And that applies to all the subsequent shots as well. Double Tap x5. 


